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PERSONAL BRAND PHOTOSHOOT

CORPORATE HEADHSOTS 

EXAMPLES

HOW IT WORKS

ALVIDA GROOM PHOTOGRAPHY



QUICK, EASY, FUN.

With over 15 years of photography experience for international and local brands,
I know how to quickly photograph busy executives so they can get back to
business, while still giving your entire team enough time to relax, feel
comfortable, and even have fun in front of the camera.

And if you’re looking to elevate your brand, I’ve worked with entrepreneurs,
business owners, attorneys, photographers, salespeople and more to curate unique
brand photography and personalized stock photos that they can use again and
again.

My clients come back year after year because they trust I’ll help them create
photos they’ll love. And most of all, they know they’ll have more fun than they
ever thought possible at a photo session! 



Branding sessions are designed to create a folio of images that represent your brand.
Branding photos include traditional headshots, as well as candid photos, in-action shots,
shots of you interacting with your product or business tools, and detail shots that
represent your brand and your business lifestyle. Your final gallery will give you months
of content for website, social media, and your other marketing channels.

BRANDING SESSION 

HEADSHOTS

A headshot is a single image, usually head and shoulders only, that shows your face to the
world. When I shoot headshots, I take a variety of angles and photos to give you several
options to choose from. Then, you’ll get one final high resolution image to use on all of
your business correspondence. 

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A BRANDING SESSION AND A
HEADSHOT?



1. It conveys your professionalism. If you look professional, potential clients, investors, collaborators,
etc. that don’t know you personally are going to be more likely to agree to that first meeting.

2. A good headshot gives people an idea of your personality before they meet you. A smile portrays
approachability. A serious look portrays determination. Make your expression match your personality. I
choose to smile in mine!

3. It reminds business contacts who you are if they met you in passing at a conference or business
function. This little cue makes it more likely they will accept your “friend” or “follow” request.

4. A current headshot gives people an idea of what you look like now. I recently went to a CEO
breakfast and two of the presenters’ headshots were taken years ago. There was an immediate
disconnect. It’s not good to surprise people in this way. It sends a message of inauthenticity.

5. It supports and enhances the skills and experience on your LinkedIn profile, making you stand out
from the rest. One hint specific to LinkedIn is to look to the left so you are literally looking at your
profile.

6. It makes you feel good to look your best. Having a quality image of yourself to share with your
professional peers boosts your self confidence, and it can even inspire you to share more of yourself
with others, take a few risks, and overcome work-related challenges.

6 REASONS WHY YOU NEED PROFESSIONAL
 HEADSHOTS 



We’ve all been there. We’re working on a new blog post or article and need just one quick image. So we
turn to our favorite stock photography site and grab a quick shot. Problem solved.
Then, a week later, we need one more image. And one the week after that. Pretty soon we have a
hodgepodge of images we’ve randomly collected, all with different styles, colors, and perspectives. And
boom — just like that — the brand we’ve worked so hard to create goes right out the window.

Don’t get me wrong — stock photos can be life savers and there is a time and place for them. They’re
great for new businesses that may not have identified their brand colors or messaging yet. It’s also
completely appropriate to grab a stock photo or two to use alongside your own images if they play nicely
with your style and brand.
But the very best photography to tell the unique story of your brand is your own personal brand photo
library. 

HERE ARE 5 REASONS your own personalized photo library is better than stock photography:

BRAND PHOTOS OR STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY? YOU CHOOSE.



5 REASONS YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED PHOTO
LIBRARY IS BETTER THAN STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY:

Consistency builds trust. 
the images you create through your personal brand photo session will be consistent in tone and style,
match your brand aesthetic, and reinforce your brand identity. 

The more consistently you show up on social media both in words and in photos, the more your clients will
know and trust you.

Photos tell stories. 
Think about the people you enjoy following on Instagram and social media. Chances are, they’re not just
sharing their products or trying to sell you something. 

They’re telling stories! 

A good brand photographer will capture behind-the-scenes and action shots, which help communicate more of
your story than simple headshots and product images. People don’t just want to be sold a product — they want
to watch you in action in your Instagram stories and learn from the expertise you share in your LinkedIn
articles. 

So why not grab shots that are you, in action. If you’re a restaurant owner, let’s photograph your food — but
also your chef mixing the dough, or hands garnishing the finished dish. 



Your own photos uniquely identify your brand. 

The best way to set yourself apart from your competition is to be different, something that’s difficult to do with stock
photography.

I personally think it’s both a compliment and a benefit to your business when someone tells you, “I knew that photo was
yours even before I read the caption!” Now that’s a recognizable brand! 

Your visual brand amplifies your messaging. 

When you work with a professional branding photographer, you’ll have a 
pre-shoot consultation so your photographer can develop a detailed shot list to make sure you both agree on the style and
type of photos you are wanting.

 



Great photos stop the scrolling.

Let’s face it — social media can be visual overload! Some social media experts say you less than 2 seconds to capture your
audience’s attention! The right photos can not only attract the right tribe but slow them down enough to read your message.

Here are three things you can do right now on your Instagram account to learn more about what type of photos get the most
engagement:

First, can you tell whose photo you’re looking at before you even see their name? If yes, they’ve done a great job with consistency. 

Second, are there certain types of photos that literally stop your scrolling? Save them to a collection, then go back through them
and see if you can identify what about them makes them compelling. 

Third, review your own images and see which ones received the most likes. See if you can identify common threads among those
photos, things you’d like to incorporate in future posts.

Then, share what you’ve learned with your photographer, who will probably have some great ideas for creating more of the images
that will stop your followers in their tracks.



COLLECTIONS

3-hour photo session includes headshots,
business lifestyle, details, and Instagram
timeline templates for 3 months  

Branding consultation two weeks prior to
shoot

195-200 high resolution images delivered in
an online gallery

2 locations 

3-4 outfits

Hair and makeup available for an additional
fee

FULL BRAND $1,250

1- 2 hour photo session includes headshots
and branding photos

Pre-shoot consultation and tips for what to
wear

up to 100 high resolution images delivered in
an online gallery

1-2 locations 

2 - outfits

Hair and makeup available for an additional
fee

MINI BRAND $750

Additional images $60 per file  

Pre-shoot consultation and tips for what
to wear 

Each team member chooses their
favorite image from multiple proofs

Includes one high resolution, retouched
image per person

Hair and makeup available for an
additional fee

60 per person | up to 4 people

120 per person |  corporate headshots
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WHAT TO WEAR FOR YOUR HEADSHOT SESSION

I generally tell people to
wear a color and style
that is flattering for you
— one you know makes
you look good, or that
you get lots of
compliments on when
you wear it.

I suggest long sleeves or ¾
sleeves because those
sleeve lengths are most
flattering for most people.
(Even for the most fit
people, sleeveless and
short sleeve outfits limit
the number of poses that
will be flattering.)

Men, your layered
looks photograph
extremely well in
photos. Think suits,
sport coats, vests, or
thick, textured
sweaters — but only if
you wear these in real
life.

Women look fabulous
in pretty blouses,
dresses, and fitted
jackets. 

I suggest wearing what
you might wear for an
important meeting, or
when meeting a
potential client for the
first time.

choosing an outfit  for  headshots  or  personal  brand photos

 



Steer clear of super bright colors like neon
orange or lime green, as they tend to add a
color cast to skin.

Jewel tones, including navy, and medium
shades of blue photograph well on most
people. 

Men, if you’re deciding what shirt to wear
under a jacket, a soft or medium blue
photographs really well.

I suggest staying away from all white, beige,
and super light pastels because those tend to
wash most people out on camera (unless you
know you wear white really well!).

Feel free to bring an extra jacket, jewelry, or
scarf if you’re unsure which looks best in
photos. I can help you decide (or we can take
photos in both)!

Solid colors and small prints are great, but
avoid large prints and busy fabrics.

WHAT TO WEAR FOR YOUR HEADSHOT SESSION

Wear clothes you feel great in! If you feel
amazing in a particular outfit, chances are it will
make for a great photograph because your
comfort and confidence will shine through! 

 

Wear your makeup as usual, or feel free to
apply slightly heavier than you normally
apply. Also, avoid moisturizer with sunscreen
on the day of your photos — it reflects light
and makes skin look shiny. (If you’re hiring me
for a full branding session, I recommend
having your makeup professionally done.)

WHAT TO WEAR FOR YOUR HEADSHOT SESSION
choosing an outfit  for  headshots  or  personal  brand photos

 




